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COMPUTER LITE.RACY FOR TEACHERS: A STAFF DEVELOPMENT 
MODEL FOR Tire SIOUX PALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT 49-5 
Carol Quissell-Nelson 
PROBLEM: 
The problem of this study was to determine the computer liter acy 
competencies required for teachers to utilize microcomputers in the 
Sioux Falls Public Schools. 
The Sioux Falls School District had made a significant invest-
ment in microcomputer equipment between 1977 and 1983. Staff 
development classett were developed to introduce teachers to t .he use 
of microcomputers in the classroom. It was necessary to assess, 
however, whether the courses being taught were consistent with 
each other and whether they ~re comprehensive in content. There-
fore, the purpose of this study was to provide data and information 
concerning the following: (1) the competencies necessary for 
t~achers to be considered computer literate, (2) the characteristics 
of successful staff development plans, (3) the content of the 
District's staff developmen~ program on computers, (4) the 
principles of i.nstruction.&1 design, (S) the aff'?ct teacher's 
attitudes about computers had on their use of computers in t..~e 
classroom. 
PROCEDURE: 
The following three sources of information were used in the 
study: (1) a review of recent literature on staff development and 
microcomputers, (2) an analysis of existing District microcomputer 
inservicc programs, (3) a survey of participants in existing 
District microcomputer inservice programs. The survey was selected 
to determine participants' knowledge and attitudes about computers. 
The information fi:·om the three sources was compiled, studied and 
sunmarlzed. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: 
The information indicated that the District's existing staff 
development courses on computers were appropriate in content. 
However, classes should utilize a variety of instructional resources 
iii 
and methods, be flexible enough to accommodate participants with 
differing entry-level skills and assure the success of all 
participants. Follow-up assistance should be provided to the staff 
to support their uae of computers in the classroom. On-going 
needs asae.&81De11ts and evaluation of existing courses should enable 
courses to help st4f f reach District goals for instructional 
computing. 
Month Year 
Deun.i.s Fields Chairperson 
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Chapter I 
lNTROOOCTION TO THE PROBLFJf 
In The Third Wave, Alvin Toffler details the "quantum leap forward" 
which h~ty faces in the future. Rapidly advancing technology is 
drastically changing the framework of all major areas in our lives-
family, recreation, business, as w:ll aa education. The bm111e will be 
"l ·ni " an e ectro c cottage, according to Toffler, where both parents and 
children use home-based computers to accomplish their work or school-
1 related tasks. 
Toffler's view of the future presents a challenge to both business 
and education. The employees and students of the futu,re will. be 
working and studying in environments different from what most people 
have experienced to<Wy. The appropriate use of technology vill require 
both planning and large-sc.ale training programs. 
Advocates for teaching about computers in schools warn of a 
generation of computer illiterates if adequate training i .s not provided. 
ctbur Luehrmann lik.med the current technological advances to the 
invention of the printing press i.n 1492. The world was then full of 
illiterates wno could not read the book which " ••• was a complicated 
device ••• requiring long hours of study to use properly." Luehrm.ann 
1Alvin Toffler, The Third Wave (New York: Bantam, 1980), pp. 194-
196. 
l 
maintains that the world ia populated by computer illiterate•; tb re 
is a need, he feels, for worldwide ioatruction in cosputer literacy. 
Luehrmann adds that the single largeat impedimiant to full computer 
utilization will be the fact that aost Americana ara uneduc.ated in 
2 computer capabilities. 
The computer's capacity for vast memory and high 1pe•d enabltta 
large amounts of information to be proceaaed. If we do not learn bow 
2 
to handle our information explosion with the aid of a. computer, we will 
" ••• become a functionally illiterate society that rune th• clana•r 
of being overrun by th.e information it ia producing. 113 
Computer U.teracy will be an essential akill for teachera and 
students. In fact, somt! advocates see computer literacy aa the 
fourth baaic skill: 
Call it computer resource and add it to the traditional 
3 r's aa the fourth basic intellectual skill. The Wabater'• 
dictionary definition of resource ia: ao1111thina that lies 
ready for use or can be drawn upon for aid; • • • pro~idea the 
ability to deal promptly and effectively with probl ... and 
difficulties. So call it c<>11puter but pell it reaource.4 
2Arthur Luebrmann, 'The Development and Plannin for 
Computers ancS the Learning Society" in CO!f)utcra and the Learnina 
Society, Hearing, 95th Con9 .• , lat Saas., October 4-27, 1977 
(waabington: Government Pr.inting Office, 1977), p. 314. 
3Jobn Hirschbuhl, "Hardware Consideration.a for Computer Based 
Education in the 1980'1," Journal of Research and Development in 
Education, November 1, 1980, p. 42. 
4Dale Kitch, "Computer ' iteracy: The Fourth Basic Skill?" 
Business Education forum, Novellber, 1990, P• 22. 
BACKGROUND TO TilE PROBLEM 
Between 1977 and 1983, the Sioux Falla Scbool District made a 
significant investlDent in microcomputers by purchasing 255 units at a 
total cost of $337,416. Initially, microcomputer purchases were 
limited to two or three units at a time and, until 1982, were laraely 
used in the six secondary schools. In 1981, however, the pace at 
which microcomputers were purchased for Distrlct achoou quickly 
accelerated, as detailed in Table 1. During the 1981-82 achool year, 
sixty-eight of the sev~nty-seven Jnicrocomputers were purcha•ed tor 
secondary schools. In 1982 83, forty-nine more microc0111>uten were 
purchased for secondary schools along with ninety-six for el ... ntary 
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Along with the increased availability of microcomputers in the 
Sioux Falls School District came an expanded interest in computer 
training for teachers. Beginning in 1980, inser~ice courses on the 
use of microcomputers were made available. Initially these courses 
provided teachers with an introduction to the use of computers in 
the classroom. Beginning in the 1982-1983 academic year, an introduc-
tion to programming course was offered for teachers interested in more 
advanced use of the microcomputer. Table 2 details the enrollment in 
the two types of courses offered. 
Table 2 
Annual Participation in Staff Development 
Courses on Computing 
Participants per Course 
Academic Year Introduction to Introduction to Microco!Euters Programtins 
Elementary Secondary Elementary Secondary 
1980-1981 0 20 0 0 
1981-1982 0 43 0 0 
382-1983 140 83 0 15 
Totals 140 146 0 15 
Prior to the fall of 1982, inaervice couraes were available to 
d h 1 hers On a Olunt.ry b •• i. The course• were secon ary sc oo teac • 
taught in the evenings by a representative of the vendo~ from whom 
4 
the secondary school microcomputers had been purchaced. Reaction t o 
the effectiveness of these \ir-Orkshops was mixed. 
In the fall of 1982, secondary school teachers from the district 
worked togP.ther to design an introduction to microcomputers course. 
Five evening sections of the 15-hour course were taught to secondary 
school teachers who could elect to take the course for college credit. 
All sections were taught by secondary school teachers who had been 
working with microcomputers in the classroom. Informal evaluation 
indicated that participants were pl~ased with the way these courses 
vere presented. 
In January of 1983, elementary school teachers became involved 
with microcomputers. All 5th-6th grade teac:lers and eleQentary 
principals wt:re required to participate in a fifteen-hour introduction 
to microcomputers course which w<ts taught during the school day 
through a release-time program. Most of the topics covered in the 
elementary school inservice course were similar to topics covered in 
the course for secondary school teachers and were taught by two 
district administrators. 
Some variation in instructional goals and objectives did occur 
among the different instructors for the secondary school sections 
as well as between the elementary and se ··ondary inservice classes. 
District admini strators supported the need to provide for consistency 
in the staff development program on computing. At the November 22. 
1982, Superintendent's Cabinet meeting, the author's proposal to 
develop a comprehensive staff development plan in computer literacy 
5 
for the S!oux Falla School District 49-5 was approved (see Appendix A, 
page 66) . Briefly, the proposal included the following activities: 
1. Current inservtce courses for both elementary and secondary 
teachera were broken down into goala, objectives and ~ourse 
outlio.ea. 
2. A survey of teachers involved in inaervice training was 
conducted to determine str engths and weaknesses of the 
program. 
3. A review of the litPrature was conducted to determine wba 
other ~atricts had included in their ataf f development 
microcomputer courses. 
Following an analysis of the above, the author presented the findings 
and conclusions to the Superintendent's Cabinet. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The research problem examined in this study was to d ign a 
comprehensive district plan for computer !iteracy base on need. The 
objectives of the plan were to irst assess the microcomputing 
co~etencies required for elementary and secondary school teachers 
and then design a program for developing these competencies. After 
an initial survey of the literature, and discussion with dis trict 
personnel involved in computing inservice programs, the study 
addressed the following questions: 
1. What competencies were necessary for teachers to be 
considered computer literate? 
2. What were the characteristics of uccessful staff development 
plans? 
3. What changes were considered for the District's current 
staff development program on computing? 
6 
'~ • Wh.at principles o in t ructional de ign were con.aid r J 
during '1i dev lo nt? 
5. did teachet"s' attitudes towards compute 
affect their utilization of c01E9uters in 1 truction? 
design of a comprehens ve dist ct plan req ' a 
syste · tic planning approac· as well aa the u ilization of a variety 
of resources. The remainder of thi pr posal outlines th t roe s s . 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
The study focused on the staff development p~ogram in computer 
literacy for teachers of the Sioux Falls School Di.<1tri~t 49 5 in 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota. A pre- and post-tnservice questionnaire 
vaa administered to all district teacbern who were enrolled in micro-
compute inservice c.ourses from January to May, 1983. 
• DEFINITIONS OF TE1tMS 
For the pu'!"pa ... ..::. of this study, the following terms will have 
specific definitions. 
omputer literacy. "Whatever a person. needs to know aod do vi.th 
computers in order to function compete tly in our inforaation-based 
society. 115 
C<>!Petency. " • • requisite abilities and/or qualities .
116 
5severly Bunter, [!fl Approach. to Integrating CO!!Puter Literacl' 
into the K-8 Cnrriculum, U.S., Educational Resources Information 
Center, ER.IC Document ED 195 247, June, 1980, P• 2. 
6Malco13 Knowles, the Adult teamer: A Neglected Species 
(Houston: Gulf Publishi..ng, 1973), P• 110. 
7 
Inaervice education. " ••• B'1Y planned program of leA~ing 
opportunities affoYded staff Jllembeya of schools, colleges, or other 
agencies for purposes of improving the perfGrmance of the individual 
1n already assigned positiou."7 
Staff deftlop!!!!t. Thia tena will be used iuterchanpably with 
"inaervice education," having the same mean1ng. 
Inatructiona.l design. " ••• a set of procedures for system-
atically applying learning principles to inatruction."8 
DESIGB OF THE STUDY 
Three sources of inf oraation were waed to die.velop a plan for 
teacher insexvice on microcomputers. Fi.rat, current lite ature en 
m:icroca11puters aud teacher in.service training was located and studied 
throughout the study. Second, a needs analysis of the District's 
existing aicroc011puter inservice program was conducted. Course 
outlines of the various inservice classes were gathered; i.uervice 
class instructors were interviewed for their thoughts 011 iJllproving 
the courses. Third, a survey vas developed to hel;> determine what 
knowledge and atti.tudes teachers had before and .aft.er attending 
district ins .rvice t~aining. 
7Ben K. Barri.a, lmprov1ng Staff Pe?forma:nce Throua,h In-service 
Education (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1980), p. 21. 
8aobert B. Davis and others> Lea.rnJ.ng System Design: An 
Approach to th~ Improvement o Instruction (Nev York: McGraw-Hill, 
Inc., 1974), p. 28. 
8 
During the ~•view of the literat·uu. two aurvey iutnmenta were 
found vbicb were uad to develop the survey used by the author. One 
source document vu developed by Dr. J ... a Poirot of North Texaa 
9 
State University and the other by the Nortbw•t R.eaional Educational 
Laboratory. A 45-queation pre-inHrvtce .que.tionnaire d a 60-queation 
post-inservice queatiormaire were developed. baaed upon thue two 
documents (see Appenclixas Band C, pagu 69-79). 
A U.st of partici.panca for the District' a computing inaervice 
cJ.aaaea scheduled for Jmwary through May, 1983 vaa received from the 
Director of Staff Development. Two week.a prior to their ached 
clasa. participants were sent the pre-in.service questionnaire which 
was to be eo11pleted before the course began. Two weeb aft•~ the 
cours•, participant-a vere sent the post in-service questionnaire. 
The responses on the quastiouu.aire were tabulated via ... 01111Puter 
and analyzed. Tables vere ca11pil.ed by class section and followed the 
sequeiice of the questionnaire. Item totals and percentages were 
broken down into each possible response claaaif ication. The author 
collected data related to the research questions, drew conclwsiona and 
made reccmendat.ions based upon (1) the review of the literature, 
(2) a thorough analysis of the district ' .s existing in.service plans,. 
and (3) a survey 0£ iuervice participants. 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
Local, state and national educational institutions and organir.a-
tioos 'have identif iad the need for both pre.service and inservice 
teachers to receive training in the utilization of microcomputers in 
the classroat. · In a 1983 issue of USA Today, U.S. Education Secretary 
Terrel Bell app uded Tandy-Radio Shack's offer to provide one 24-hour 
course to the 1 ., ,455 public and private school teachers in the 
Uni.ted States. &!11 felt that Tandy, a national electronics firm, 
" bu picked the correct target and goal-helping the nation's 
elementary and secondary teachers become 11.terate."9 In the same 
article Bell stated that American educators did not yet understand 
the full potential of computers in educatiou.10 
10 
Through the U.S. Department of Educatiou, Secretary Bell supported 
a national initiative to investigate the impact which technology, and 
especially the computer, would have upon education. The Project BEST 
(Basic Education Skills through Technology) was a twenty-one month 
initiative to develop a cooperative co~cation network of states 
and rrofeasional organizations in the area of basic skills d 
ll technology. 
On the State level, South Dakota's Project BEST Team bad 
organized to support the use of computers. The team's support for 
computing included the f olloving four-point priority list: 
9terrell Bell, "Bell Praises Computer Course for Teachers," 
USA Today, Karch 24, 1983, Sec. A, p. 7~ col. 1. 
lOibid. 
llStatemeut by Henry Ingle, Director, Project 8EST, in a U.S. 
Departweut of Education sponsored teleconference ("Technology in 
Education"), June 22, 1982, available from Washington, D.C.: 
Associatioo for Educational Commu:n!cations and Technology. 
l. Integrating computer activities into an instructional 
sequence. 
2. Planning the introduction and use of microcompute a in 
an instructional setting. 
3. Preparing teacher educators to include microcomputer 
literacy • • • in the preparation of teachers and 
administrators. 
4. Developing public awareness and su;>port of appropriate 
use of microcomputers in educatioo.12 
Locally. the Sioux Falls School District administrators had 
demonstrated an interest ill supporting the traill.ing of teachers in 
the utiliz tioo of computers. Funds bad been budgeted to cover the 
cc ~ of providing inservice training; in addition. persOUDel bad 
been given time during the school day to develop computing skills. 
The conclusions and recomaendations from this acudy were shared 
with officials at both the local and state level. A copy of th.is 
study was pro ded to the Sioux Falls School District Cu iculum 
Directors as well as the South Dakota Depart1Dent of Educ tion. 
OllGANIZ.ATIO!I 
Thi.s study was organized into four chapters. Chapter I provides 
an introduction. Chapter II reviews literature in the area. 
·Chapter III presents the basic design and methodology of the study 
as well as an analysis of the information gathered. Chapter IV 
presents the sWlllBry, conclusions and recommendatiou of the ot\ldy . 
12Joyce Levin. "Project BEST Overviev" (Pierre. South Da.kot 




REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The review of the literature consisted of an intensive exaa1nat1.on 
of inforution. utilizing a variety of sources. The South Dakota State 
Library conducted an ou.liDe data search through both the ERIC and 
DIALOG data hue.. As a result of these searches, current periodicals 
in the fields of education and computing ver2 read along with boob 
and other docuaenta. 
!ht, review was divided into categories which dealt vith both the 
content and process of designing a course in computer literacy for 
teachers. Specifically, the ducriptors used in the data base 
searches were the following: computer literacy, microcomputers, 
in.service teacher education, preservice teacher e ucation and teacher 
education. Other topics used while reviewing otbe~ sources were 
i.mlovatiou in education, instructional design, and staff development. 
CCICPUT!Jl UTIL TION 
Schools are using llicrocomputers for instruction at an ever-
increasing rate. In a 1983 survey by Mark.et Data Retrieval of 
Westp4lrt, Connecticut. the following statistics were provided: 
L 76% of the nation's junior high schools use microcomputers 
in education, cOll{>ared to 40% in 1982. 
2. 85% of the high schools use microcomputers, c ompared t o 
58% in 1982. 
12 
Another survey by Technology-A:aaiated Leaming Market Inf onutioo 
Service, Inc. (TAI.MIS) indicated that by the year 1988 two 11.illion 
111.crocomputera would bit found in American a·choola, u coapar«!d to 
the 1983 total of leaa th.an 40,-000. 1 
The influx of microc011putera into the classroom has bee,n possible 
for a variety of reasons. Robert C. Atkinson has identified three 
major trends which have encouraged the use of microcomputers. One 
supporti.Qg trend bas been the progress in miniaturization. The 
invention of the microcomputer chip has increased computer power at 
the same time it decreased the cost of computing. Secondly, research 
trends in cognitive psychology and instructional systems have <:banged 
f roa emphasizing the acquisition of facts and skills to the study and 
development of mov1edge-based inatructional systems. Thirdly, the 
public's attitude toward the use of computers has been more positive 
2 than in the past. 
Current scientific and edui:ational authorities a.re identifying 
the importance of computing skills. Futurist authors such as Alvin 
Toffler 1n The Third Wave and John Naisbitt in Megatreuds have called 
the current era the "lnforaation Age." During this age, informa ion 
will become the greatest coaaodity. Naisbitt and To fler explain 
3 
that in an Information Age, computing will be an ess.antial skill. 
1School Tech News, October, 1983, P· 2. 
2!tichard Atkinson and others~ "Futures: Where Will Computer 
Assist~d Instruction (CAI) Be in 1990?" Educatioual Technology, 
!978, p. 60. 
3Toffler, p. 98; John Naisbitt, Megatrends (New York: Warner 
Bcoks, 1982 • 
13 
Soae education.al leaders are recognizing the challenge that thia 
change will bring; laren Billings coaaents. "In an inforution 
society, a c<-.1>uter literate populace is impQrtant, and ve may go 
through a crisis trying to develop it. 114 Andrew Molnar agt1ee.a when 
he cowmenta, "tn an information society, a cm11puter-llterate populace 
is aa important a.s energy and raw materials are to an industrial 
s society." As a respousibillty of ~raining the leaders of t<*>rrov, 
schools vill need to .start planning for teaching about ca11p ting. 
Another author, Elliott Bade, defiae.s future skills 1D handling 
information by saying that emphasis will no longer be on memorizing 
and sending back information; rather, it will be on accesai.ng that 
infonaat:ion. The computer, then, bec"°mes the tool by which the 
inforaation is stored and retrieved.6 The use of t:he comput:er in 
education :ls not only financially feasible, but financially essential 
for the preparation of today's school children. 
If coaputers are to be used in instruction, several issues 
14 
should be examined-(1) Bow can computers be used in schools? (2) What 
are some advantages and disadva!ltages of using computers? (3) \lb.at 
does current research say .about t .3 e of co1111Put:ers in instruction? 
4laren Billin,gs, "Microco11puters in Education: Now and in the 
Fut•1re,'' Microco112uting, June. 1980, P• 100. 
5Andrev Molnar, "The Next Great Crisis in American Educatiou: 
Computer Li eracy," EDOCCIM Bulletin, Spring, 1979, P• S. 
6Dan.iel D. Bade, "Literacy io an lnfotaatiou Society," 
Educational Technology. August, 1982, p. 8. 
Uses of Computers 
A great deal ia currently being written about the vay computers 
can be used in education. llobert Taylor sm:marizea the use of 
c0111iputers in instruction in this way: 
1. COl"puter u tutor-Tb 
concept and 11ay the 
omputer teaches the student a new 
l and practice the concept. 
2. Collputer as tool-The student uses the computer as a tool 
to handle inforaation such aa editing docU11e11ts, filing 
inforaation and doing calculations. 
3. Computer u tutee-Tbe student progra.s the computer 
"teaching" the COllputer what to do.7 
The th.ree teru-"tutor," "too. " and "tutee" provide a thumbnail 
sketch of the various ways co91puters are used. Any current use of 
COlllputers would fall into one of these three categories. In the 
first mode-tutor--the student is being told by the computer what to 
do. However, in the other two modes-"'tool" and "tut _e," the student 
gains 110re control over the ca.puter, i.e., word pr cessing and 
writing computer prograas. E.aren Billings feels that the schools 
should emphasize the 1110des which are 110re student-controlled, i.e., 
students using th computer as a vehicle for thinking, problem 
8 solving or expressing ideas. 
Taylor further states that as a result of the widespread use of 
computers in this way, the focus of education will change from product 
7Robert P. Taylor, "Arguments for Computing in Education," in the 
Association for Computing Machiner , Topics: Computer Education for 
Eleaientary and Secondary Schools (New York: Association for Computing 
Machi.nery, January, 1981), pp. 7-9. 
8Karen Billings, "Computer-assisted Learning: A Learner-driven 
Model," The Co1111>uter: Extension of the Buman Mind, U.S., Educational 
Resources Infot'118tion Ce:lter, ERIC Document ED 219 863, 1982, p. 36. 
15 
to proceaa. Lesa tille will be spent in 11e.1110ri2in3 facts and mGre 
time in learning hov to deal with the facts. Thia change in instruc-
tion will also require a cluu:!ge in teaching methods and in teacher 
preparation. 9 
Advantages and Di&advantage.s of 
Using Co!puters 
16 
When considering the use of microcomputers for instruction, school 
districts need to look at as many of the issues as possible. The 
following SUlll8rizes SOJlll! of the disadvantages or obstacles to the use 
of computers. 
1. In order to adopt computers, both teachers and administrators 
auat move f roa f aailiar and proven methods of instruction co 
adopt new methods.10 
2. The microcomputer hardware and software which are now 
available are actually quite primitive compared to what we 
will be seeing in the near future.ll 
3. The cost of materials and hardvare is still fairly expeosive.12 
4. Teachers may becoae defensive, fearing that they will be 
replaced by machinea.13 
S. There is a limit to how auch time students can benefit from 
working with a computer-approximately 20-30 llinutes a day 
9 
is considered most appropriate for a challenging microcomputer 
prograa.14 
Taylor, p. 7. 
lOJack. A. Chambers and others, "Computer-assisted Inscruction: 
Current trends and Critical Issues,' Conmunications of the Association 
for Computing Machinery, 1980, p. 333. 
11tbid. 
12Ibid . 
13Lee rvin Joiner and others, "Potential and Lim.its of Computers 
in Schools," Educational Leadership, Karch, 1980, p. 488. 
14tbid. 
Whan designing ataff developMnt experiences with computers. the: above 
five factors should be conaidered. If teachers are avare of the 
possible obstacles or disadvantages of using microcomputers, they can 
better handle the proceaa of incorporating computers into instruction. 
The advantages of u•ing computers should also be includ d in 
staff development for both teachers and administrators. The following 
eight are the moat significant ways tha computers can contribute to 
instruction. 
1. Computers provide a rich supplement of visual and auditory 
i.magery.15 
2. Computers can help children develop n.ev ways of thinking. 
Skills such as flow-charting and logic can be developed 
through programming experience.16 
3. Instruction can be individualized due to the computer's 
ability to be diagnostic.17 
4. Instruction can be interactive, due to the computer's 
responsivenesa.18 
5. The computer can provide immediate reinforcement. 19 
6. The teacher's time can be freed to attend to the needs of 
the students.20 
15oaniel Barstow, "Computers and Education: Some Questions of 
Values," Creative Computing, February, 1979, P· 118. 
161bid. 
17Ernest J. Anastasio, "Computer-based Education: Obstacles 
to Its Use and Plana for Future Action," Viewpoints, July, 1974, 
p. 24. 
18tbid. 
l9Chambers, p. 333. 
201bid. 
17 
7. The computer can evaluate the atudent's performance quickly 
and accurately.21 
8. The co~uter can store massive amounts of inform.a~ion at one 
ttme.22 
18 
The computer is a powerful instructional tool with specific strengths. 
However, in order for teachers to use them efficiently and effectively, 
teachers must be aware of what computers can and cannot do. Training 
for the uae of CO!llputers should provide teachers w th the rationale 
for their use as well ae the metnods for using them correctly. 
Research on the Use of Compute~• 
Teacher& should also develol> s ills in evaluating the use of 
microcomputers in instruction. Current literature has begun to 





In 55% of the research studies prior to 1980, the use of 
computers in instruction was found to be at least as 
effective as traditional metl:ods and was found to be more 
effective .in 45% of the studies.23 
Students usitli computers take less time to learn as C1Uch 
or more than do students under traditional instruction . 24 
Students using computers show greater retention t~n do 
students who have been taught in traditional ways.25 
The use of cot1puters improved student attitudes toward the 
use of computers in learning.26 
21aobert M. Caldwell, "Improving Learning Strategies with 
Computer-based Education," Theory Into Practice, Spring, 1980, P· 141. 
22 Ibid. 
23Marie Dence, "Toward Defining the Role of CAI: 




26cbambers, p. 336. 
Current reeearch supports the use of the computer for instruction. As 
computing continues to develop, however, the evaluation of its 
effectiveneee ahould alao continue. 
Daniel Baratov maintains that the use of compu.ters must be put 
into perepective, however. Teachers need to realistii:ally see the 
potential role for computers and not be overwhelmed by outside 
pressures to computerize. Computers are only one aspect of curriculum 
and methodology, Barstow continues. They should not be presented as 
the "cure all" for educational ills. 27 Teacher training progralDS, 
when incorporating computers into curriculum, should provide a 
balanced and realistic vi r of the computer's potential. As Barbara 
Thompson baa summarized: "Th.inking about the computer and its role 
in instruction does not mean tbi.nking about the computer. It means 
28 thinking about instruction." 
COMPtrrER LITERACY 
The increased use of computers in homes and schools has brought 
about a "Computer Literacy Movement. ' Computers are seen as a 
powerful communication medium which cannot be ignored. Supporters 
suggest that the topic of computer literacy become a part of school 
29 
curriculum for both students and teachers. 
27sarstow, p. 116. 
19 
28Barbara J. Thompson, "Computers in Reading: A Review of Appli-
cations and Implications," Educational Technology, August, 1980, p. 40. 
29oavid Schuelke 
Classroom: Computers 
Journal, April, 1983, 
and D. Thomas King, "New Technology in the 
and Communication and the Future," T.H.E. 
p. 98. 
Agre nt exiata about the ne d to teach "computer literacy" but 
there ia a wide disarreement about what "computer literacy" means. 
In an article diacuaaing "literacy" in got._cral, Daniel Hade presented 
thre~ competency levels of literacy-(!) understanding a language, 
20 
(2) using the lan.guage, and (3) evaluating the message of the language. 
Hade went on to discuss chat these three levels are true for any type 
of literacy~aural, Viaaal or computer literacy.JO To be computer 
literate ia to underatand computer language (programs), to use the 
language (program) and to evaluate computer programs for appropriate-
ness and accuracy. But disagreement exists over whether "computer 
literacy" means being able to write an original computer program or 
to run a commercial program. Strong arguments have been presented 
for both sides . 
In 1972, the CcmD.ittee on Computer Education of the Conference 
• 
Board of the Mathematical Sciences described computer literacy in a 
general manner: 
It is therefore essential that our educational system be 
modified in such a fll&y that every student b.ecome acquainted 
with the nature of computers aud the current and potential roles 
which they play in our society.31 
Other ersons in the field favor teaching about computer applications 
rather than computer programdng. Beverly Hunter stated that comput er 
literacy is " ••• whatever a person needs to know and do with 
30 Rade. p . 9. 
31thomas P. Hansen and others. "Computer Literacy Courses," 
AEDS Monitor, 1979 , p. 29. 
COlll!>utera in order to function competently in our information-based 
32 
society.' Kore apecifiCJ1lly, Jamie.a El.sele h28 broken computer 
applications into three components! 
1. Understand the functions and use of computer system 
ce>11ponenta, 
2. Utilize a systematic problem-solving techn que, 
3 l 33 • Ana yze the role of co111puter technology in society. 
Authors supporting applications over programming use the automobile 
as an analogy. Many people are able to drive an automobile (operate 
a program) and yet do not understand the mechanics (progranning) of 
the automobile (computer). 
On the other end of the spectrum are those who feel that computer 
literacy should include computer pr ·graaing. "By investigating the 
fundamental language of each computer • • • the user will understand 
and appreciate the different kinds of tasks which the machine can 
d .. 34 o. Opponents to this position pr~sent the following arguments: 
1. Teaching programa:ing in BASIC language may create a narrow 
perspective on the uae of computers, 
2. Prograuaing is boring and demanding , 
32aeverly Hunter, "An Approach to IntegTating Computer Literacy 
Into the K-12 Curriculum," U.S., Educational Resources Information 
Center, ERIC Document ED 195 237, 1980, P· 1. 
33James E. Eisele, 
Jounial of Research and 
1980, pp. 84-85. 
34colin MacKinnon, 
Possible to Prevent the 
Educational Technology. 
i " "A Case for Computers in Instruct on, 
Development in Education, Vol. 14, No. 1, 
"Comput-er Literacy and the Future: Is It 
Computer from Doing Our Thinking for Os?" 
December, 1980, p. 34. 
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3. Pro17:-1.n1 should be ruerved for the inter .. ted studenu 
only and not be a p&rt of general literacy for every"u.35 
The decision to require or 11ot ·to require students u well u teachers 
t<' become proficient in programming 1a an i1!portant one fo-c any 
district. A school diatrict' s philosophy on coaput·er literacy as 
well as computer prog-ram:illg will have great iDpact on the manner in 
which computers are used with students as wall u tba manner in 
which teach.era rece.ive· training. The issue of c09puter a;ppllca:t:loisa . . . 
versus computer progriu-1 ng needs to be an8Wered early in the 
adoption of computing iutructiou. 
Up to this point. the review of the literature has focused on 
the "content" of a c0111puter in8erv1ce prograa for teache a by 
d.iacuesing oomputer utilization and computer literacy. The second 
section vill focus on. the "process" of desigo.iq iDM:rVice progr .. , 
including innovation, principles of instructi.onal design aad staff 
developmnt. 
lllltOVATIOll 
If computer literacy is important for students, it abou.ld ~CQM 
a priority for teachers as we11. 36 Teachers' attitudes and skill• to 
effectively use new technology should be considered in the deaign of 
any computer literacy program. Experience gained ·through the adopcioo. 
35 Jall8s I. ¥in.Itel .. Computers and Education,.. School Product . 
News, November. 1983. p. 14. -
36aonald E. Anderson and Daniel L. llassen, "A Coo~eptual 
Framework for Developing Compu.ter Literacy Instructi.on, ~ 
Journal, Spl."ing, 1981, p. 130. 
of other innovacion.a. such aa television, may be helpful when planning 
for computers. 
Matthew Kiles defined an i.onovation u " ••• a deliberate, 
novel, specific change, which is thought to be more effective in 
37 accomplishing the goals of the system." Computers in education not 
only meet the definition of an innovation but they could also be 
defined as a revolution. The 1972 Carnegie Comd.ssion Report on 
Technology cite• electTonic cowaunication systems in achoola as the 
fourth education.al revolution. The first was the introduction of 
printing, the second the uae of textbooks, the third wu the 
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38 industrlal age and the illlplementation of universal public education. 
PlamU.ng for an innovation or a revolution such a.a computing u 
important. According to Gary BlUD111nfeld, ®Y plan for innovation 
aaat deal vi th the two major forces which impair the acceptance of 
innovation-(1) teche.1.ques used by the ianovator and (2) Behavior of 
recipients toward the proposed innovation. Control of these two 
factors during introduction of the innovation can assure its successful 
adopt~on. 39 The following summarizes the extent to which each of 
these two forces are involved: 
37Matthew s. Miles, Ed., Innovation in. Education (New York: 
Teachers College Presa, Columbia University, 1964), P• 14. 
38Gary Blumenfeld and others, "Electronic Computers for Slate-
Board Schools: An Ethnographic Parallel to Steel Axes for Stone-
Age Men," u .. s., Educational Resources Information Center, ERIC 
Document ED 161 414, March, 1978, P· 223. 
39Ibid. 
1. Characteristics of the Innovator. The aanner in vhich the 
innovator c~cates i .s important. DeJIODatratiou of the 
innovation are important as well u the personal interaction 
of the in.T\Ovator. An established feedback syatea should be 
develop d. 
The type of par i cipation the imlovator obt.aiu froa the 
recipients will indicate their acceptance. Banda-on 
experienc• ia essential 
The ll&DDer in vhiCh the innovator makes use of the local 
.. tting and a~ta the innovation to existing educational 
patterns will aaeure acceptance. Collplete replacement Qf 
practices are more likely to be resisted than adaption of 
e.xi•ting practic ... 
2. Cbaracteriatica of the bcipient. A sigu.ificant factor is 
whether the recipients have an 1.nitial felt need for 
innovation. Other contributing f actora are whether a n eds 
24 
as ...... nt baa been conducted, whether the recipient perceives 
any benefit from adopting the change, or whether the 
recipient's traditional leaders are brought into the 
pl.amling and implementation of the procesa.40 
IHuaenf eld indicates that all the above cbaracteriatica are essential 
for successful adoption of innovation. Be charts this proceaa in 
the following way: 
(IDEA) 
p~ 
ACTI OF INNOVATOll--_,.· ! •<--REACTION OP RECIPIENTS 
IHTF.GllATION
41 
In order to aasure 1.Jlplementation of a plan for innovation, both the 
actions of the innovator as well as the reaction of the reci pients 
40a1umenfeld, pp. 225-230. 
41is1umenteld, p. 230. 
are forcea which m.t.J.St complement eacli other. Any training program 
for teachers in COlllputing should sf!ek to match the characteristics 
of the instructor with the part.icipant's needs. 
Besides this basic model for implementation. Blumenfeld offers 
additional information on adopting innovation. 11The perception of 
the recipients is often influenced by the results of previous 
42 attempts to deal with the problem or with innov•Uon generally. 
Once people have experienced failure with technology or computers, it 
is harder to win them back to try the same technology or new 
technology. Blumenfeld and others support building successful 
experiences into the presentation of an innovation in order to 
encourage its adoption. 
Benjamin Hall and Robert Loucks suggest that above all, the 
innovator must realize that change is a procus, not an event, which 
takes time and is achieved in stages. The i4dividual must be the 
target for implementing innovation because the individual must change 
43 before the institution can change. Successful experiences with 
an innovation such as computers can encourage an individual's 
acceptance of that innovatian as well as contribute to the overall 
success of that innovation. 
42s1uaenfeld, p. 228. 
43Gary Hall and others, A Developmental Conceptualization 
of the Adoption Process Within Educational Institutions (Austin. 
Texas: Research and Development Center for Teacher Education, 
University of Texas, 1973). PP· 37-38. 
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Individuals will ss through different levels of acceptance 
before completely adopt: g an innovation. Gerhard Ei·cholz presents 
these levels in the order in which they must be experienced. 
1. Awareness-learns about the existence of the innovation 
2. Interest-seeks more inforutiou and considers the value 
and possible uses of the innovation 
3. Evaluation--sakes a mental application of the innovation and 
valua its usef ulnesa in his/her situation 
4. Trial-tries the innovation on a naall scale 
5. Adoption-accepts the innovation for continued use on the 
basis of a successful trial.44 
1.'hen planning for staff development programs. it is important for the 
design*r to know what level of acceptance participants are at in 
relation to the desired level. The designer's skill in identifying 
this gap and then in planning inservice prog~ams to le sen the gap. 
26 
will contribute to the successful adoption of an innovation such as 
c<>11puters. 
Computer training for teachers should incorporate the effective 
techniques learned through adoption of other innovations as described 
above. The instructor's personal characteristics should encourage 
rather than discourage ~he part1cipant's developfll!Dt. Instructors 
should not rush the acceptance of computers but should provide for 
successful experiences for each individual. 
44cerhard Eichholz and Everett M. Rogers, "Resistance to the 
Adoption of Audiovisual Aids by EleJl!entary School Teachers; Contrasts 
and Similarities to Agricultural Innovation.'' in Mathew B. Miles, 
ed., Innovation in Education (New York: Teachers College Press, 
Columbia University, 1964), P· 303. 
The wanner in vhich teachers accept an imwvatiou such u 
ca11putera can have a great effect u.:pou its use. Eugeoe Anastasio 
expl.aina: 
The education of teachers in CAI tec.bn.ique.s will be an 
iaportant prerequiaite to their full acceptance of computer use 
in edu.catioo ••• 'Without background training, the new 
teclmiqlll!* uy only be used to replicate tradi.ti.onal ·clasarooa 
practice.45 
If school districts are interested in integrating an innovation 
such as eo11putera into the tlaasrooa, consideration should be given 
to the 11aDUer in vbich teachers first experience the use of that 
ilmovation. Ve.11-designed staff development prograas should be a 
part: of any plan for: iimov.tion. 
INSTB.UCTIOllAL DESIGN 
Successful approaches to designing instructional programs were 
described in great detail during the 1970's. Terry Wildllian stated 
that during the 1970's, the literature on instructional develop8ellt 
46 
refined the process to the point of being considered 0 mature." 
Components of these successful instructional design processes should 
be incorporated into the des gn of a computer inservice training 
prograa for teachers. 
More. specifically, Walter Dick and Wallace Bann'111l describe 
0 tnatructional design" as involving a series of steps which can 
45 Anastasio, p. 28: 
46Terry M. Wildaan, "Instructional Design as a Framework for 
Unifying curriculua," Educational Teclmolo&I., March, 1980, p. 14. 
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result in predictable learuing outc011BS if executed in sequence. 47 The 
co11p<>Uenta or steps are interrelated and muat vorit together in order 
t ·o achieve the identified goal. 48 Roger Kaufun and Fenwick Eaglish 
duc::ribe chase steps aa (l) identifying the instructional problea. 
(2) selecting the solution, and (3) establishing an on-going 
49 evaluation procua. MarceU.a Pitts adds that consideration should 
be &iven to what ruearch currently says about the people le.am 
All available TeSOurces-both hulllm and nou-human-
50 should be incorporated into the planning. 
Many different .,dels, or di.agYW of steps, have been developed 
through the past decade of writing on the subject of imltructional 
design. David B. Andrews and Larey A. Goodson have studied forty 
instructional design models and have presented the foll.owing list of 
t c~ components of instructional design models: 
1. Needs assessment 
2. Goal setting 
3. Pre-test and post-test development which aatch goals 
47WaJ.ter Dick, "Instructional Design Models: Fucure Trends 
and Issues." Educational Technology, July, 1981, p . 29. 
48wallace U. Hannum aod Leslie J. Bri.ggs • 'ilov Does 
Instruct1onal Systems Design Differ from Traditional Instruct.ion?" 
Educational Technolop. January, 1982, P• 10. 
49Roger ufaan and Femri.ck W. English, Needs Assessment: 
Conceptual Application ( ew Jersey: Educational Technology 
Publishers, 1979), p. 23. 
S~rcella R. Pitts, ed., A Bri..g}tt P:roud.se But a Dia Future: 
Researchers Emine Potential of Educati~ual Technology (Washington, D.C.: 
Council for Educational Development and Research, 1981) ~ p . 4. 
4. Analysis of goals for sequencing of instruction 
5. Det•rainatiou of learner characteristics 
6. Designing instructional strategy to match subject matter 
and learner requirement 
1. Selection of Mdia 110st appropriate for str8tegies 
8. Deve.lop1Mnt of instructional. progra baaed on strategies 
9. Evaluation of instructional program and revision based on 
diagnosis 
10. Development of procedures for maintaining the instructional 
prograa.Sl 
These steps should be incorporated into the design of a computer 
inservice training prograa in the manner described below: 
l. Ke.a Aaaesaent-The need for in.service training in 
29 
co11putiug would be deterained through fo~ or informal analysis. A 
fonaal analyais aight involve a written survey to deterllline teachers' 
current attitudes. skills or lmovletige about c.CJllPuting. An informal 
analysis might involve discussions with teachers and administrators. 
The gaps which are d.iscoVl!red between what the current situation is 
and vb.at the district would like to happen are deterai.ned. This gap 
52 
provides the parameters of the instructional need. 
2. Goal Setting-once the instructional need bas been established, 
leam.ing objectives can be written. These objectives describe in 
general and positive tet'llB vbat the teacher is expected to be able to 
do with co11puters as a result of the learning activity. Reference is 
51ntclr., p. 29. 
5 21c.aufm.an , p • 24. 
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made to one of the three types of lea-rning-(1) knowledge, (2) skills, 
(3) attitude.
53 
Ron Brandt explains that "Goals should be baaed on 
identified needa and than used aa criteria for evaluating program 
plans.
1154 
Well-written goals and objectives are important 11ince 
they provide a link bcacveen illatructional needs and the evaluation 
procua. 
3. Inatructioual Design-The course is then designed, taking 
into consideration the various aspects of the instructional need as 
well as the learner's needs and characteristics, utilizing all 
available resources aa possible. 
4. Evaluation-A procedure or method is developed which will 
enable on-going evaluation of the instruction which was designed. A 
well-designed evaluation procedure is the ''key" to successful training 
55 pro.grams. A computer inservice program should make use of the 
information on instructional design as well as staff development. 
STAFF DEVELOPMENT 
The literature supports the need for good planning in designing 
staff develop118Dt experiences for teachers. "Piecemeal, patchwork. 
53aobert B. Davis and others, Learning System Design: An 
AJ?proach to the Improvement of Instruction (Nev York: McGraw-Bill, 
Inc., 1974), p. 83. 
s4Rouald Brandt, "On Evaluation: An Interview with Daniel 
Stufflebeam.," Educational Leadership. January• 1978, P · 251. 
551.ouis Rubin, ed., Improving In-service Education: Pt'oposals 
and Procedures for Chan&e (Boston: Allyn and con, Inc., 1971), 
p. 122. 
haphazard and ineffective ••• "are words uaed by teachers to 
deacribe their district inaervice programa.56 
The reViev of the literature provided very concrete suggestions 
for planning successful staff development programs. Lorena Lanese 
described four basic theories about aciults as learners which should 
be reflectad in planning for teacher training: 
1. Individual differences of participants should be planned 
for through a variety of instructional methods 
2. A positive learning environment should tie provided 
3. The training goals should fit vitb the participant's 
personal goals 
4. Pract!.ce sho • be immediate aud plentiful after a skill 
has been presented.57 
As adults, teachers need special consideration when designing staff 
develop11ent ell'periences. Their years of teaching experience need 
31 
to be recognized, and opportuni.ties to practice new skills appropriate 
to their personal goals should be provided in a supportive environment. 
The literature provides additional information on the specific 
needs of teacher~ in staff development programs. Bruce Joyce and 
Beverly Showers found the following three basic messages for staff 
development after a two-year review of research: 
1. Teachers are good learners who can improve current sic.ills 
as well as acquire new skills 
2. Certain conditions are necessary in order for teachers to 
improve sic.ills and learn new skills; but these conditions 
are not usually a part of inservice programs 
56Roy A. Edelfelt and Margo Johnson, ed., R~thinking Inserv1.ce 
Education (Washington , D.C.: NEA, 1975), P• 16. 
57Lorena o. Lanese. "Applying Principles of Learning to Adult 
Training Programs," Educational Technology, March, 1983, p. 15. 
3. Research doea indicate what conditions are neceasary to 
help teachera learn.58 
Other authors have presented what specific conditions are 
necessary for auccesaful staff programs. Following is a summary of 
research in staff development from the 1970's: 
1. AdminiatrAtors and teachers should jointly plan and 
participate in inaervice prograJIS 
2. The beat inatructors for the inservice education of teachers 
are their peers 
3. The goals of individual in.service programs should relate to 
the district's goals in general 
4. A multitude of resources should be available to the 
participants 
5. In.service objectives should be baaed upon the teachers need 
to learu, dealing with teacher-defined problems. Good 
needs-assessment is essential 
6. Programe should focua on the clusrooa aspects of teaching 
and provide for a balance between theory and practice. 
Activities should be field-centered 
7. Follow-up support to instruction is essential. Since 
change takes tille, assistance after training should be 
r~adily available 
8. 'l"he individual's school building is a better location than 
an institution of higher learning. 
As indicated, all aspects of planning for staff development programs 
need special consideration--who plans and prese.nts the training,. vb.at 
is the content of the training, where is the training conducted,. and 
what resources or follow-up support is available for the teacher. 
Information on successful training practices for adult learners as 
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58Bruce Jovce and Beverly Showers, "Improving lnservice Training: 
The Messages ot''aesearch," Educational Leadership. February. 1980, 
p. 379. 
well aa teacher inaervice training should be incorporated into any 
program on computer literacy for teachers. 
COMPUTER INSERVICE EDUCATION 
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Besides describing characteristics which make any staff 
development program aucceaaful, the literature since 1980 baa included 
articles suggesting the apecif ic content for staff development 
experiences on computer literacy for teachers. These articles have 
included information on the specific attitudes, skills and knowledge 
neceaa3ry for teachers to successfully incorporate microcomputers 
into the cluaroom. 
Attitudes 
In the area of attitudes, the articles indicated tha t as a result 
of training the teacher should first of all feel in control of the 
machine and, secondly, teel confident in the op~ration of the 
59 equipment . The way a teacher feels about c0111puters will certainly 
affect the manner in whi~h computers are used in the classroom. 
It is a well known maxim of school politics that without 
teacher support, no idea or approach can succeed • . • Teachers 
need to learn how comput:ers c help them • • • such training 
lllUSt be widespread and auat p vide the depth needed for teachers 
to implement what they learn.60 
59Richard Boyd, "Attacking the In-service Problem," ~e Computing 
Teacher 1980-81 vol. 8, no. 7, p. 50; Antonio M. Lopez, Computer ------' . " Literacy for Teach ~s: High School and University Cooperation, 
Educational Tecbnoi gx, June, 1981, p. 17. 
60Peter Kelman, "What If They Gave A Computer Revolution and 
Nobody Came?" Clas room Computer News, January/February, 1982, 
p. 54. 
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The workshop content should be sufficient enough to enable teachers to 
develop this confidence. ~..ndre¥ Lewis explains the tmportance of 
teachers' attitudes towards computers in education: 
Training and retraining programmes for teachers are not lilte 
those appropri-ate for industry, u the changes envisaged (computer s 
in schools) delve deep into the nature of the teacher's role. A 
technclogical revolution may be taking place but in education 
only evolution is poasible.61 
Teachers' attitudes can either help promote or prevent the successful 
integration of 11icrocomputers into ·the classroom; inservice training 
should be designed to develop positive c0111puting attitudes by 
teachers. 
Larry Grossnickle suggests several ways that staff development 
prograas can be presented so aa to provide a potiitive experience with 
coaputers. First ~ he suggest.a that the "soft sell .. and the "easy-does-
it" approach can work effectively, especially with true computer 
novices. Grossnickle continues by suggesting that asking teachers to 
volunteer for staff developme.nt courses in computing and providing 
additional incentives, such as grant~ng graduate cred.it, should 
both coutribu.te to positive le.arning experiences for teachers . 
62 
Lyle Burke promotes many bauds-on-the-eomputer experiences with 
teachers working in pairs to support each other's efforts. Burke 
supports the need to provide adequate follov-up to inservice experi ences. 
61iu,char Lewis, "Education, Computers and Mi cro-elect ronics ," 
T.B.E. Jouma!_. January, 1981, p. 59. 
62nona1d R. Grossnickle and Bruce A. Laird, "Planning f or the 
Microcomputer: Innovation Insurance May Help, 11 NASSP Bulletin, 
September, 1982, p. 61. 
He mntiona such idea u a ''hot Un ° to call in o~de~ to ask. 
questicma or "a•t tog•thera" which bring together instructor and 
participanta. 63 
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Beai4*4 feel!ns in control of tbe aachine Gld confident iJ1 t!ie 
operation of the equi:p11ent, a tb.ird attit•de to uvelop tbrougb an 
in.service experience should be to value the llicrocoaputer u another 
inatructional tool. lnfonr.aUon on -the usefulness of c~mputers in the 
cluaroo• "111 need to be presented before aomt inatruetors are 
64 willing to change their attitudes about llicrocomputers. 
lCnovlegg!. 
A variety of skills and knowledge have been identi~ied in the 
iterature as being part of successful in-..ervice programe on computer 
literacy for teachers. The follo--.dng sumurizea the most c0190il 
k:nowledga components of such a prog~aa compiled by the author. 
l. Be aware -of aicroc09puter education.al application:a 
2. Be faailiar with available educ•tional llic~ocomputer software 
iJ1 such instructional 110des a.a simulations, instructional 
games. drill and practice, lnatruc~ional game:a, and 
aanaaement of instruction 
3. Be faailiar with eo11puter equipaent operation 
4. how vb.at re.sourcea ar availal:>le on the claear-ooa use of 
m.icrocompu ers 
5. Know equip•nt t rouble-shooting techniq·ues 
63Leona M. Burke, 0 Getting to 
Approacb--one Byte at a Time," Cl 
1982, p. 41 . 
lnow Yoar Computer. A Practic:al 
srooa CO!l!Puter New , May-June, 
64Frank J. Cl ... at, "Affective Consid~rationa in Co1119uter-8ue.d 
Education," Educational Technolog,y, Apri l , 1981, P· 30. 
6 • Kaov M.SIC language well enough to write simple prograw, 
iatrudu.ce to students and uke llirlor modifications in 
any BA.SlC proaraa (optional) -
7. Ka1JW history of comput,ere (optional) 
8. Know computer-related career opportunities (opti.onal) 
The knowledge required of teachers, as listed above, includes 
inf oraaU.on about lld.croeompute..r bardv re and software as vell as ~be 
uses of microcomputer-a in the claaaroo11. Many articles included the 
first five •kills liated-applicationa, iutructiooal sof at"e, 
operation of equipmetat, resources avai1able and trouble-shooting 
techniques.. There vu leH support for requiring knowledge of BASIC 
of any of the movledg.e c~onea.t.s, whether oe.ceasary or optional, 
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sbould depend upon the district's gc0als for the use of microc ut:er"S .. 
Skills 
?be skilla which •re coneid.ered necessary for teaclwra to be 
computer literate at:e consistent with the knowledge goals: 
1. I~tegrate ad.crocomputers as an. instructional tool into 
lesson plans 
2.. Evaluate 11:1.crocomputer software 
3. Evaluate the .advantages and disadvantages of computers 
4. Use m:lcroco111>uters aa ac aid iD solving problems 
s. Behave in an ethical and responsible manner with micro-
computers 
6. I,den·tify the ntied for nd.croeomputers 
7. Use 'llliCToc:omputers in the cl asaroom 
s. Select mi,crocomputer hardware for the classroOI! applications 
9 • Use autborina •Y'8teme and prog-raa computers {optional) 
l:O. De•ign COllputer-b&aed leamU.g :u·teirbJ.s (optie>ul) 
The fint tvo •kill compooenta were moat often 1Mlitioned in the 
literature u r•quiremna for teacher co.mputc&r U.t·et'acy-integrating 
lllcroc:011putera into the cluar<>0aa u wll as the evaluation-of 
1ai.crocoaipu·t ·er aofw.re. As with the knowledge requ!rnienta. the 
ski11a couiderad .. aentia1 foe teachers related to tb~ utilization 
of bod! aicrocOllJ(>uter hardware aad &of cw.re. 
The literature provided icforutilou on both the con.teat as well 
aa tbe pr-oc•• of deaipi.n.g a ataf f development course in comput•r 
lit(tracy for ·te&el.Mtr•. Special .attaotioD .should be paid to .Mleeting 
the iutruc~or aDd tQ du amoa OGD.teut vb.ich ldll not only blprove 
teacbers' alr.ilh &Dd kAo:wlcclge about ueiag microcomputer• iD tbe 
c.lae.arooa,.. but: v.b.ich also pr.o:J10t• poaitiv.e att1.tudN as 11. 
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Chapter III 
Dau related to the research question.a were gathered by three 
•th~: (1) a review of the literature. (2) an analysis of existi.ug 
diatrict iDNrvice Pl"OIT-. and (3) a survey o.f teachers patticipating 
in diatrict inaervice cluae•. A thorough discussion of the review of 
the literature baa been included ill Chapt.er 11. The following 
provide• information on the other tvo soureea of data. 
Inaervice Anal.Y•ia 
During the four llOflth period from Janua·ry to Aprll of 19.83. a 
variety of llicroc011puter courses was offered through t District's 
Staff Development Deparc.nt. Fifth and sixth grade teachers. along 
vi.th all el-ntary school principals. were required to participa<e in 
a 15-bour workshop entitled "Introduction to Microcoaputers." As a 
part of the i11pleme11tation plan for coeputers in t elemeutary 
sc ools, staff were given release tille during t .he day to participa e 
&nd also had the option of receiving 1 hour of graduate credit. Tvo 
district adainistrators who bad had some experience vitb the 
operation of 111.crocoaq>uters and their applications in education 
designed and preaented the work.shop. A total of 94 i.Ddividuals 
c0111pleted this course. 
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During tb& ._ four-110Dth period, two sectione of a 15-hour 
intr oductory courH wre conducted for 37 secondary school teachers 
wlao resiacered OD a vol untary huLs. Taught in the evatling, the 
cou.nea were deaJ.gned ad presented by a eecorulary achoo! aatb 
1.DStructor vbo bad expertence u a building coaputer coordin.a·tor. 
Graduate credit V&S available for t he course. 
After the inservtce cour... were ce11pleted~ the author asked the 
i:nstructon to SJ-erize the content and fo.!'111lt of their inaervice 
couraes. A comparison of the coateut of the eleml!ntary and secondary 
' 'to.troductioo to Computers" courses is sumaartzed iu Table 3. 
Ta.hie 3 
Cot1parison of Co11put.er Course Content 
Percenta2e of Class Time 
Ele.mtary Secondary Overall 
Topic Covered Course Course Average 
Oper.at:ing the llicrocoaputer and 
peripherals (disk drive , printer) 10% 30% 20% 
Evalwitillg aicroc<>11puter sof tvare 47% 30% 38.51 
Writillg lesson plans for the use 
of microcomputers in the 
7% 20% 13.5% claasTI>Oa 
Dellonstrating other micTocoaputer 
13% 1S% 14% applications--data managemnt, etc. 
Describin,g d:istrict plan f.or the 
0 3.5% use of microcomputer 7% 
Pr ograaing c011puters 13% 0 6.5% 
Under.standing computi ng history 3% 5% 4% 
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Even though developed by different inatructor•, the tvo levela 
had tsome aiailaritiea. A substantial amount of time vaa spent 
learui.ng about equip1111n1t operation as well aa becoaing faaill .. r with 
available sof tvare. The overall average percentage indicated that 
38.5 percent of the time vu spent evaluating mtcrocowputer software, 
20 percent of the time learning about the operation of the eciutpment, 
14 percent of the ti.M seeing demouatrations of a variety of progTaas 
and 13.5 percent of the time writing lesson plans for the use of the 
computer in the clasarooa. 
The greate3t dif f erencea were that the secondary school pt>ogram 
did not present any information on C0111puter progrmmiag nor on the 
district plan for lli·croc011putera. Rather, the secondary school 
section devoted aore ti.ma to the task of writing lesson plans for 
the use of the eo11puter. 
The instructo'Cs vere asked to discuss areas in wb.1.ch they would 
like to change the courses. The elemntary ~chool course 11.lstruct:or 
recommended that (l} less emphasis be given to progr.ma:lng and the 
hi.s~ory of the co111puter and (2) more time be given to revieving and 
evaluating software, including teacher utility programs. 
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The secondary school course developer felt that a broader 
selection of computer applications sof tware should be available during 
the course as well as increased emphasis on using a variety of 
microco111puters. Be felt that the course should be designed t o adapt 
to the differlng ent.ry level skills of particip.ants. In dditioo, he 
suggested that even lllOre hands-on-the-computer time be provided. 
The survey of P•l'ticipauta, u diacueaed in the next section, 
pTovtclea anothel' perspective on the value of thoae inaervice courses. 
Survey Analysi~ 
A aurvey 1.natrument vac utilized to gather additional data acd 
inforutiou for this study. The instrument was used as a pre- and 
poat-inservice questionnaire to determine teachers' entry and exit 
attitudes and biovledge about computers in the tluaro011. 
Sioux Falls District teachers taking courses on instructional 
computing between January and April, 1983, were asked to complete a 
pre- and poat-inaerv-J.ce questionnaire. T\Jo weeks before their 
specified clue began, all participants were sent the pre-ins l:Vice 
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questionnaire vbich vas to be co11pleted and returned before the course 
began. Tvo veeka following the completion of the course, participants 
were sent the poat-inservice questionnaire. 
The survey iustnmimts, as included in Appendixes B and C, were 
llOdeled after two which were available iD the literatur --(1) an 
instrullent designed by Jsms Poirot of North Texas State University 
and (2) a survey utilized by the Northwest Regional Educational 
Laboratory. The Poirot survey, as printed in th Septeaber, 1983, 
issue of Electronic Learning, was the source for Parts II and III of 
l 
both the pre- and post-inservice quest cnnaire. The Northwest 
Regional Educational Laboratory survey was used in Part IV of the 
lJaJDes Poirot and Merride.e Heidt, "Planning for Educational 
Computing: A Questi.oonaire for Educators," Electronic Learning, 
September, 1982, pp. 34-38. 
poat-inaervica questionnaire to provide the Director of Staff 
Development with poeeible computer ta.ervice to~ics beyond the 
introductory leve1. 2 
Following the retum of the questionnaires, item totals vere 
compiled and percentages calculated. Results of Part I-III of the 
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pre-teats were compared to the post-test results. Totals from Part IV 
were tabulated. Items receiving 70 percent of the responaes as being 
helpful, very helpful or extremely helpful were foniarded on to the 
Director of Staff Developaent fer purposes of future inservice 
course planning and devel~pment. 
A complete tabulation of survey results is included in Appendix E. 
For the purposes of the Rtudy, four areas will be discussed in the body 
of the report: (1) characteristics of the participants, (2) partici-
pant's atti.tudes, (3) participant's knowledge, (4) reconnendations for 
• 
further study. 
Characteristics. Survey question numbers 1-13 included basic 
demographic information on the participants as well as information on 
their past experiences with micro"Computers . Responses in this section 
indicated that participants represented the entire spectrum possi ble 
for years of teaching experiences. The numbers were evenly 
distributed between those with l to 2 years of teaching experiences to 
those with over 21 ~rs of experience, in both introductory courses. 
2Judith B. Edwards. Educational Computing i n t he Northwest, 1979: 
Status. and Needs for Informat1on and Assistance (Portland, Oregon: 
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, June, 1979), PP· 41-46. 
The other outstanding characteristic about the participants in 
the intToductory courses was that they were definitely beginners in 
the use of computers: 
(1) leas than 3 percent owned a home computer, 
(2) lesa than 4 percent bad used a microcomputer in any way 
at school, 
(3) lllOre than 93 percent called themselves beginners, 
(4) more than 89 percent had no previous college courses nor any 
other District staff development experiences with 
microcomputers. 
For many of the partic.ipanta, these staff development introductory 
courses were their first experiences with microcomputers. 
Attitudes. Teacher's attitudes about the potential value of 
computers in education were the topic of survey questions 14-30. 
Participants in both the elementary and secondary courses came into 
the classes with positive attitudes about computers. In questions 
14-30, the majority of participants responding in the pre-inservice 
survey agreed or strongly agreed with the positive sta tements about 
the value of computers (question 14, 15, 20, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 
29, 30) as indicated by thP. selected items included in Table 4 
on the following page. 
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Table 4 
Selected Pre-teat Survey Rea?onsea to Positive 
Stat ... nta About Microcomputera 
Pt·•-test Results 
Quution Survey Croup 1 2 3 4 
14. Computers are Elem. Intro. 0% 0% 19% 46% 
valuable tools that 
can be uaed to Sec. Intro. I 0% 0% 11% 44% 
improve quality 
of education. Sec. Intro. II 0% 4% 18% 57% 
20. Teachers should Elem. Intro. 0% 0% 4% 47% 
know how to use 
computers in their Sec. Intro. I 0% 0% 0% 67% 
class-rooms. 









Reaponaes~l•strongly disagree. 2-disagree, 3-undecided, 4-agree, 
5•atrongly agree 
The majority of participants responding in the pre-inservice survey 
disagreed or trongly disagreed with the negative comme.nts about the 
value of computers (questions 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 23) as illustrated 
by the following sam;>les in Table S. 
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Table 5 
Selected Pre-teat S•Jrvey Responses to Negative 
Statements About Microcomputers 
Pre-test Results 
Question Survey Group l 2 3 4 
16. A school system Elem. Intro. 6% 45% 34% 13% 
should buy all 
other educational Sec. Intro. I 11% 67% 11% 0% 
materials before 
pu.rchasing Sec . Intro. II 0% 43% 43% 14% 
computers. 
17. A computer is Elem. Intro. 26% 53% 15% 4% 
an unnecessary 
luxury in most Sec. Intro. I 25% 50% 17% 8% 
school settings. 









Responaes-l•strongly disagree, 2•disagree, )•undecided, 4-agree , 
S•strongly agree 
Based upon resul:s of the post-inservice questionnaire, 
participants' responses were consistent with the pre-inservice 
tendency of having positive attitudes about computers. A shift was 
evident when undecided participants moved in the direction of 
supporting the value of computers in education after the inservice 
courses. 
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Knowledge. The third section dealt with a teacher's awareness of 
possible applications of ccmputers, questions 31-45. Participants 
came into the courses with a good understanding of w at educational 
applications could be acc~mplished with a computer. Elementary and 
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secondary school course participants indicated that all of the computer 
pplicationa listed in the survey were appropriate for education as 
demonstrated by the samples in Table 6. 
Table 6 
Selected Pre-test Survey Responses to Possible 
Computer Applications 
Pre-test Results 
Application Survey Group 1 2 3 4 
31. Computer literacy Elem. Intro. 2% 4% 27% 41% 
for all students. 
Sec. Intro. I 0% 11% 22% 44% 
Sec. Intro. I 0% 4% 18% 68% 
33. Assistance in Elem. Intro. 0% 1% 9% 61% 
basic skills areas. 
Sec. Intro. I 0% 11% 11% 56% 








11% I 27 
Responses-l•strongly disagree, 2-disagree, )•undecided, 4-agree, 
S•strongly agree 
However, two of the items, 38-computer i~rogramming, a1td 39--word 
processing, received the greates t number of undecieed on the pre-
inservice questionnaire. Following the tnservice experience, the 
response to 38 and 39 increased the number of undecided abou·t these 
two applications. The tnservice experience with computer s appeared 
to increase participants' doubts about the usefulness of computer 
programming and word processing. 
lleco111Dendationa • On the poat-ina rvice questionnaire. partici-
pants had the opportunity to read through · list of additional 
subjects about co11putere and to indicate their level of need for 
that type of information. Reeponaee to questions 46-60 indicated 
that all of the topica, with the exception of advanced computer 
programd.ng, were seen aa helpful very helpful or extremely helpful 
by 70 percent of those reaponding. The intereet in the advanced 
computer progralllling va• leaa than 70 percent. 
Sumary 
S.aid.ea the review of the literature, two other sources of 
information were used fer gathering data for thia study-(1) an 
analysis of District introductory courses and (2) a survey of 
participants in the District's introductory courses. The course 
analysis revealed that the elementary and secondary level courses bad 
some similarities; both focused a substantial amount of time on the 
operation of the equipment as well as familiarity ~th various 
microcomputer software packages. The survey revealed that even 
though inservice participants were beginners in the wie of computers, 
they entered the course with positive ttitudes about computers , 




smtwlY, CONCLUSIONS, ltECOHMENDATIONS 
The Sioux Falls School District made a signtf icant investment 
in microcomputer hardware between 1977-1983. In addition. ·the 
District provided introductory staff development classes on computers 
~r elementary and secondary school teachers. Because of the lack of 
uniformity between courses, the Superintendent's Cabinet appro:red the 
author's request to evaluate the District's computer-related staff 
d.evelopment program and make recommendations. 
SUMMAl.Y 
The investigation of Di.strict introduc::to~ computing classes 
involved gathertng data through three methods 9 (1) review of litera-
ture, (2) an analysis of di.strict 1982-83 computer inservice programs, 
and (3) survey of district:. 1982-83 computer inservice pl.'ogram 
participants. the review of the literature consisted of an 
investigation of the following subject areas: co111Puter utilization, 
computer literacy, innovation in education, principles of instructional 
design, staff development and computer inservice education. 
Two on-line bibliographic searches werie conducted by the South 
Dakota State Library-ERIC and DIALOG-to locate materials which 
wou.ld be relevant to co111puter literacy fo r teachers. Topics, as 
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listed above, dealt either with the "proce•s" of planning staff 
develop-.nt or with the "c:outeat" of the use of microcomputers in 
aehool1. A large quantity of the pertinent liter&ture was locat•d 
and used in t:he review of the literature and became the major source 
of data for this study. 
The 1981-83 District c:ompute-r inaervice prograJIS vere examined. 
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courae outline of the elementary school program, which was required 
of all fifth and sixt:h grade tuchers and their prtncil>als, aod the 
secondary sdlool prograa. vhich was available on a voluntary buis, 
were examined. The instruc·tot:a for the two different courses were 
interviewed for recc,,-ndationa on how to change the course content. 
Pre-ioservice and poat-inservice questioonai.rt?s were .administered 
to the teachers particdpatiog in computer-related i'48ervice programs 
during tlU! 1982-83 school year. The instrument was developed fr·om 
two survey& available in the literature. on~ by James Poirot of 
North Texas State and another by the Northwest Regional Laboratory. 
The purpose 1.f th. surv y vaa to determine teachers' entry-level 
attitudes and knowledge about computers and c:.oapare that to their 
att·itudea and knowledge following the introductoey class. Because of 
the positive entry-level attitude and knowledge of teachers. little 
change could be seen before and after tbe survey. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The conclusions, which tbe author has dTawn fro• the compiled 
data .0 f the study~ were based on the basic research q 
s tions as 
pr anted in Cti.p er I. Aa diacuaaed in the following aectiou, the 
concluaioaa ·will addr••• each rue.arch queation individually, 
rcferriq t:> data froa each of the three ~ourcu cited.: (1 1 -review 
-,f the literatur•, (2) inaervtce analysta. and (3) survey reaults. 
1. What competencJ.es vet'e necessary for te3chers to be considered 
co11puter literate? 
The review of the literatur identified specific attitudes. 
knowledge and l ls ue«seary for teachers to use co111>uters in the 
classroom. Mor specific.ally, these could be st.mllllrized as follows: 
(a) be confident in the operation of computer equip nt, 
(b) value microcomput·ers a.a another ins true tonal tool, 
(c) be aware of aicroc ut er educational applicatioas > 
(d) have evaluation skills for reviewing cdcrocomputer software, 
(e know what reoources a1'e available 011 tha classroo · uses 
o microcomputers. 
In addition, the literature indicated that the design and 
programing of computer progTaas should be optioual and not required 
skills fo r teachers. Rathel', i i s more important for teachers to 
be able to integra e co.-ercial co uter programs into t. eir daily 
lesson plans. 
so 
Anal1sts of dis~rict in.service programs indicated that the major 
components, as described in the lite rature , were a pare of existing 
courses : (l) operating equip nt, ( 2 ) evaluating oftware , 
(3) writing 11.icrocomputer utilization in o lesson plans, and 
(4) demonetrating varioua ap-plicationa of co11putera. Instructors 
of the tvo Diatrict inaervice courses were in a1reeaent with the 
literature 'reco-.id1ng that tonal prograaing or progr&llld.ng 
language• should not be e.pbasized in an introductory aicrocOllilputer 
course. Short structured experit?Dcea with programming or logic 
tate11et1ta seem to be uaef ul as introduction. 
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The pr~-inservice survey of District microcCJillPuter inservi.ce 
participants indicated that their entry attit udes tovard and knowledge 
of computer applications were poa~tive. This positive level was 
maintained throughout the inaervice experience, as indicated by the 
post-inservice survey results. Some pa.rticipants were, however• 
more undecided about tb9 value of vord processing and pr,ogruming 
as an appropriate application of computers in the classroom. The 
inservice exper~ence increa ed the nUlilber of people undecided 
regarding the usefl1 ..l'ness of these two applications. 
2. What were the characteristics o.f successful staff development 
plans? 
Successful patterns for staff development programs were readily 
available in the l i terature and can be applied to training t eachers 
about aicrocompu.ters . The following r ,epresents a sumaary of these 
successful practices. 
a. Individual differences of parttci pants should be provided 
for through a va. ety of instruction.al methods. 
b. Teac rs and administrators should j ointly plan f or 
inservice training. 
c • Inaervtce training by peers in their own school buildings 
ia moat aucceaaful. 
d • A large variety of informational re o urcea should be 
available to teachers before. during and after the inaervice 
program. 
e. After an 1nservice experience, par~icipants should have 
an opportunity to acquire additional help chrough follow-up 
sessions with the instructor or wit.h other participants. 
3. What changes were conside.red for the District's current s ... . ff 
develoJ>'llent program on computing? 
Following an analysis of the existing District introductory 
S2 
computing courses, the following observations vere 1111de by the author· 
a. The major colll(>uting topics which were included in the 
literature have been included in Di.strict courses. 
- operation of computer equioment 
- evaluation of software 
- integration of computers into the curriculum 
b. The following changes should be considered. 
- make programming optional 
- provide follow-up experiences after the course is completed 
- provide a variety of resources for teachers to use 
rovide more in-depth information on integr ating 
microcomputers into the classroom 
- design dif ferent i ted experiences for different skills 
lev ls of participants 
4. What principles of inatructioual design were coo.eidered during 
thi• develcpaent? 
Tb9 reView of the li.terature presented a systeaatic method fo~ 
approaching instructional task.a. The development of instruction, 
whether for children or adults, should go through a series of steps. 
These stepa begin with '1 needs aaaessment, followed by the design of 
the instruction and finally includes sowie procedure for evaluating 
the instruction. Designing computer literacy experiences for 
teachers should follow such a proc.eas. 
An analysis of district progTaaa in computer literacy revealed 
that an informal needs uae&Sllellt vas doue. Bowe~r, no on-going 
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needs assessment exists, nor. is any formal evalu i on being conducted. 
The pre-inaervice and post-inservice questionnaires used by the 
author did not provide adequate data to be considered an appropriate 
needs aasesS11lent. Actual skills required to use coq>ut:ers were not 
measured. An instrument could be designed to serve as both a needs 
assessment and evaluation instrument:. 
S. How did teachers' attitudes towards compr.Jters affect their 
utilization of computers in instruction? 
The review of the literature indicated that, as with any 
innovation, the manner tn vhich teachers are prepared for the use of 
microcomputers will certainly affect thei.r acceptance of innovation. 
Th.e techniques used by the instructor aed the receptiveness of the 
participants to the innovation are irlportant factors. A tbo"rough 
needs assessment will determine at which level· of acce1>tance the 
participants are functioning. The instructor's major task is to 
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design eiq>ertences which bring participants closer to adopting the 
innovation. Critical to the adoption of any innovation is a teacher's 
first experience; if negative, the experienc.e may turn the t:aacber 
away from the technology, mald.ng other efforts to move toward adoption 
more difficult. A teacher's first experie.nce with computers, 
especially in the case of an introductory course, should be auccessf11l; 
course designers shollld plan and design success into the course and 
activities. 
The s11rvey of participants indicated that the teachers and 
administrators who were enrolled for both the required and voluntary 
microcomputer workshops during the period from January-April, 1983, 
entered the workshops with very positive attitudes ab~ut computers. 
These att.itudes remained positive after the workshop experience. 
aEC<HmNDATIONS 
Because the Sioux Falls School District has made a considerable 
collDitment \:..l the use of llicroc0111puters in instruction, the staff's 
competency level in using computers is important. Based upon the 
f indings and the conclusions of this s tudy, the author makes the 
fo llowing recoaaendati ons: 
l. District computer literacy courses should continue with 
their emphasis on oper ating equipment, evaluating software, 
writing the use of microcom.pute.rs into lesson plans and 
demonstrating v&rious appl i ·cations of computers. 
2. Computer programing should be optional in any c0111puter 
literacy courses taught in the district. When formal 
programming is taught, it should be a completely separate 
course. 
3. A comprehensive n eds aasesa:nent should be condu~ted to 
.:ieteraine vbi~h of the identified computer competencies 
district sta.ff have and where further inatruc:ti.on is 
necessary. 
4. An on-going evaluation of district computer inservice 
course-a should be initiated with follow-up revisions made 
where appropriate. 
5. Follow-up instruction should be provided to the staff in 
order to insure ease of adoption attd utilization of micro-
• computers into the curriculum. 
6. Computer workshops shoul.d be flexible enough to accommodate 
participants vith differing entry-level skill.a. 
7. A variety of resources on computers, both print and 
non-print, should be available to participant.a during and 
SS 
after workshops. Theae materials should provide for vari us 
types of learning through individualized study and small and 
large group ac·tivi.ty, for example. 
8. Workshop experiences with microcomputers should be designed 
to assure success by all participants. Included in this 
strategy should ~ an adequate. a110unt of positive 
reinforcement• a classroom setting which is coafortable and 
convenient, and help in trouble-shooting problems. 
The recoanendatioris as described ..... _ • d '-- with '"""ve cou~ uc accomplished 
existing district staff and should be implemented 48 8000 as 
possible. 
TOPICS FOR FUR.THEA STUDY 
During the research of the subject addressed in .this p3per, a 
number of related topics were identified but were not included 1n 
the study. Nonetheless, they are areas Wich merit further study 
and are presented in the following discussion. 
Programing 
The literature indicated an early emphasis on the use of 
programaing as a part of instruction on computers in education. More 
recently, however, evide.nce has been available indicating that 
programming i s not necessary for either tude.nts or teachers to be 
considered computer literate. Further study needs to establish if 
computer programming is necessary an whether there may be some 
subject areas, such as math or science, which require tbAt skill. 
A related issue would be whether there are any barmf ul aspects of 
teaching programming to teachers and students as a part of a comput er 
liter acy course. 
Tr a ining Content 
Some aspects of the content of computer lit eracy classes for 
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teachers need add.iti onal study. For example . consideration should be 
given to whether elementary school t eachers need the same or different 
course content as secondary school teachers. Another aapect would 
be the advantages of uaing only one model of llicrocoaiputer d1ring 
training or whether availability of multipl brands would be helpful. 
The long-term benefit to both the individual teacher u well aa the 
school district should be studied in terms of designing teacher 
:rain.ing on computers wh~ch is closely tied to the district goai. 
for the uae of cr1azputers. 
57 
Finally, che Sioux Falls School District bas made a significant 
commitment to th use of computers through the purchase of microcomputer 
equipment as well as an initial progr~• to e:oJu_c.ate teachers in the 
area of computer literacy. The research indica '"es that the district 
has made a good introduction to the uae of co111puters in instruction. 
but there are al so indications that there are areas which need 
additional attention. A formal needs assessment should be conducted 
prior to training. Training programs should be devel oped t o all ow 
for the individual diff erences of participants. This should all be 
supported by a formal evaluation of the trai ning programs as well 
as sup ort to the teacher once they get back into thei r classroo • 
These changes would help insure the successful adoption of comput er s 
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LETTER REQUESTING PERMISSION TO CONDUCT STUDY 
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TO: Dr. Rustad 
FROM: Carol Quisaell-Nelson 
DATE: October 13, 1982 
SUBJECT: Proposal for Field Study Project During th 1982-83 
School Yeat" 
In order Co complete the Information Media Specialist Degree at 
St. Cloud State University, I must write a field study. r am 
interested in de&igning a staff development program related to the 
use of computers in the: Sioux Falls School District. The following 
information indicates the scope of the project: 
Proposed Title--Computer Literacy for Teachers: A Staff Development 
Model for the Sioux Falls School District 149-5 
Purpose of Study 
A model for staff development in computer literacy for the 
Sioux Falls School District will be designed. 
Procedure of Study 
The study will involve the following activities: 





!l) Curt'ent models for effective staff development 
programs in general 
b) Current models for effective staff development 
programs in computer liter&cy 
c) Educational applications of microcomputers 
Current and proposed applications of microcomputers in 
the Sioux Falls Public Schools will be described. 
Current staff development in computer literacy will 
be described and evaluated. A survey/questionnaire of 
teachers currently participating in computer-related 
staff development will be conducted. 
Based upon the information derived from the review of 
the literature and evaluation of the district's current 
staff development program, I will design a District 
model for staff development in co1:1puter literacy. 
Significance of the Study · 
In order for students to benefit from the use of computers in the 
classroom, teachers must be able to operate computer equi , ent and to 
undei:'stand possible classroom applications. With the e.mpnasis which 
Continued on page 2 
computers are currently receiving in the District's elementary and 
secondary schools, District personnel will need to arrange for staff 
development in computer literacy during the next several years. 
One of the four goals of the state Project BEST team, under the 
direction of Joyce Levin, 1.s to develop teacher inservice programs on 
the applications of microcomputers. My participation on the 
Project BEST task force will allow me to have access to information 
from across the country as well as contribute to the current data 
base available. 
Til!H!-line of the Study 
68 
I would be interested in beginning the study as soon as possible 
in order to take advantage of the current planning for District Staff 
development programs in computer literacy. I would hope to have the 
model finalized by the end of the current school year for implementation 
during the 1983-84 school year. 
The following study related activities would be conducted outside 
of school time--review of literature, d~scription of current District 
applications and staff development efforts, and design of the model. 
Activities which would be carried out during school time would be as 
follows--meetings with staff development committee, production of 
any instructional materials which will be used in the staff develop-
ment program, presentations on the staff developilient program to 
district administrators and other staff, and management of the survey. 
In addition the Minnesota Educational Computing ConsortiU& (MECC) 
, " i will be conductins a day-long post-conference workshop on Plann ng 
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May 19. 1913 
Ms. Carol Quissell-~elson 
AGdio·Visual Supervisor 
201 East Thir y Eichth St. 
Sioux Falls. South Dakota 57117 
Dear ~. Quissell ·Nelson., 
.. I~ response to your letter ~o Dr . Jia Poirot concenliq the 
Plann1.n for Educa'tional Co ~lll estiomaaire". Jia bas asked 
ae to respo · ecause c:o ct tests or reliability aJMl 
validit;y. and both validity and reliability h&Ye beest esublished 
for the instruaent. 
the procedure used for eniutin1 the reliability vu ou 
described by Robert M.W. Travers in his book An Introdu«ion. to 
Educational Research. Briefly, beca.use there was oily oae fora 
of the test. th• iteas o.n the test were -rqarded as tllO separate 
tens, each of half lellJdl. the enn·nuabered. iteas ven 
cou idered one font of tlt.e tes"t and the ocld DUllbend questiollS 
the other. A Spearun Rho c:orrelatiost coefficient of .5331 vu 
obtained with a.n ~-saa (p•.001). 
The content va idity of the questionnaire was established 
by a subjectiv appraisal of iteas by several recopiied . 
authorities in the field of c:oaputer science educatioa • . This . 
procedure is described by Walter Bors and Meredith ~ll 1A their 
book Edllcational Research: An Iutroductioa (2nd Ediucm}. The 
oYervhelaiq con.census of the audionues vas that the i:z:cuaetn: 
is valid~ 
I hope this inforwatio11 vi.11 be helpful to fO':' ill: ~r . 
research. Please accep~ ..., apolOIY for the d!lay in. 1etu.n1 this 
infonra ti on to you. Al so, Stan Piek~rd. a f nend and ·one. of our 




Cathleen Morri s . 
Un.clersndU&te Coordinator 
cowputer Sciences Depanaent 
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